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OCTOBER 

OOTY - EDUCATIONAL TRIP  

3rd  October , 2017 saw 209 students 

and 15teachers assemble at the Central 

Railway Station-Chennai to begin their four 

day Educational trip to Ooty. Beside the trip 

being fulfilled , it provided the students 

from grade 6 to grade 12 to demonstrate 

some of the virtues such as Responsibility, 

Co-operation, Tolerance, Concern for 

others, Sharing, Outside the confines of  the 

school and away from the close supervision 

of their parents and teachers. 

       We stayed in the LA FLORA AMBERLY  Resort which had all the facilities available 

that made us homely and comfortable. 

    It was a fascinating visit to the Mudumalai Sanctuary to see a variety of animals in 

their Natural habitat.    

        Visit to the Botanical garden  and Tea estate showcased the efforts made to revive 

and sustain a green planet. 

         Visit to Doddabeta and Dolphin Nose which is the highest peak , where we 

enjoyed being above the clouds…. 

Students understood how a tasty tea is brewed  through the visit to the Tea 

factory and came to know hoe a Home- made chocolate is prepared.   

        The excitement of shopping too was 

provided on their trip. It was a treat to see 

students bargain and calculate to strike a 

good deal. 

          The trip was a success as it brought 

out qualities in the students that otherwise 

not seen in the school. The  students as 

well as teachers are grateful to our 

Management for the wonderful 

opportunity given to explore our 

knowledge through this trip.  
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SAVE WATER 

Date: 12.10.17   Venue: SMR Hall      Timing: 9:30 am 

Main Objectives: 

 To enable the students to realize the importance of conservation of water 

in their daily life. 

 Agenda of The Programme: 

 Prayer Song   

 Bible Reading 

 Prayer   

 Welcome Speech  

 Action Song 

 Significance Of The Day 

 Skit- Save Water, Save Lives 

 Tamil And Hindi Speech 

 Video Clipping 

 Good Vs Evil 

 Address By Principal 

 Vote Of Thanks 

 National Anthem 

The students of class ll-C observed the special assembly on the topic save water on 12th 

October, 2017. The students of Class I and II and the parents of II C congregated in the 

school SMR Hall.The program was started with a prayer song. Reading from the Holy 

Book was given by Aline Marion. The prayer was lead by Johan Joshua for the 

wonderful day. Welcome speech was delivered by Mohammed Ifraz. 

 A special song was sung by the dazzling stars of class II C and the significance of the 
day was delivered by Pranay Gupta. The skit was based on the topic –Save water save 
lives. Tamil and Hindi speech about the importance of Conservation of water. A video 
was played to give an awareness to the students on conservation of water.The 
highlight of the programme was Good Vs Evil Droplet where the students enacted and 
showed that every drops of 
water counts.  
 
Principal addressed the 
gathering and made the children 
understand the importance of 
not wasting water. Vote of thanks 
was proposed by Thanushka. The 
program was concluded with 
National Anthem.   
 
 Learning outcome:   

 Students understood the 

importance of conservation of water in their day to day life. 
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WORLD FOOD DAY  

Date: 16.10.17  Venue: SMR Hall                           

Timing:10:30 am  

Main Objectives: 

 To enable the students to realize the importance of 

not to waste the food. 

Agenda of The Programme: 

Prayer Song   
Bible Reading 
Prayer     
Welcome Speech  
Significance Of The Day   
Skit – Eat Local Feed Global  
Video Clipping    
Famous Quotes   

Junior Chef- Self Help Is The Best Help 
Ways For Zero Hunger 
Special Song 
Chief Guest Address 
Address By Principal    
Vote Of Thanks     
National Anthem 

WORLD FOOD DAY –Tackling Global Hunger 

The class assembly on the theme “World Food Day “was organized on 16th 

October, 2017. The assembly was conducted by class I students in the SMR Hall. The 

program started with a prayer song followed by reading from the Holy Book, prayer, 

welcome speech and significance of the day. The students enacted a skit based on the 

topic –Eat Local Feed Global. The high light of the programme was about the 

advantages of imported VS local fruits and vegetables compered by the three students. 

The students wore costumes of the imported and local fruits and vegetables. The main 

theme insisted in the program was to use local fruits.  A Video played educated the 

students not to waste food. The little children enacted on the topic SELF HELP IS THE  

BEST HELP by making sandwich.  Oath was taken by the students through a song with 

a quote on tackling global hunger. The chief guest of the day Mrs. Preethi Allen 

(nutritionist) from VLCC, who enjoyed the 

show thoroughly and had taken a pledge to eat 

our own native fruit followed by our 

principal’s address to the gathering. She 

insisted the importance of native food and not 

to waste food. After the programme, children 

went and shared fruits to the nearby old age 

home. 

LEARNING OUTCOME:  

    The students learned the importance of native fruit and not to waste the food. 
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INTERNATIONAL POVERTY ELIMINATION DAY 
 

Date: 16.10.2017                 Venue: SMR Hall  Time: 9.15-10.10am 
 
Main Objectives: 
 To create awareness among students about ‘Poverty’ and its impact on the 

people. 

 To understand the causes and consequences of Poverty 

 To acquire knowledge about the laws governing to eradicate this social evil.  

Programme Agenda: 

 Prayer song- Choir students      
 Bible reading  
 Prayer 
 Welcome Address  
 Panel- Discussion 
 Power Point Presentation 
 Miming 
 A touching documentary 
 Principal’s address 
 Vote of thanks   
 National Anthem 

 
Introduction 

 Every year on October 17 the ‘International Poverty Elimination   Day’ 
is observed.  

 It is one of the major issues that India grapples with.  
 To create awareness among the students, about the plight of people who 

lies below the poverty line and their sufferings to have a better life was 
showcased by our grade 5 students. 

 
Prayer Song 

 The choir enchanted with their melodious voice and sang three special songs.  

 They were dressed in their colourful costumes.  

 The song symbolized light that shines on people who live in darkness.   

Panel Discussion 

 Students, who are  the future generation of India, shared their views to eradicate 
poverty. 

 The show was lively. 
 The students aired their opinions to tackle this serious social evil that hinders 

the overall development of the citizens and the country. 
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Power Point Presentation 
 Students explained about the children who suffer hunger leading to 

malnutrition. 
 According to UNICEF report, malnourished children are found in India every 

year. 
 The main goal of presenting this PPT was to: 

 Reduce poverty 
 Support good nutrition 
 Create a protective for the growth of the Children. 
 Promote education for girls. 

 
Miming 

 The students displayed the ugly look of the society where people cheat the 
innocent and make illegal money.  

 There is inequality, injustice prevailing in the country.  
 This evil can only be removed when we join hands together to remove 

corruption and injustice.  
 

A Touching Documentry 

 A documentary film presented a real life incident of a girl who struggles hard to 
get two times meal a day for her family. 

 The owner humiliating the maid is pathetic. 
 One should help such people to meet their basic needs. 

 
Principal And Vice Principal’s Address 

 The Vice Principal appreciated the students for their good performance and she 
highlighted the three A’S- Accessibility,   Availability, Affordability.  

 These three A’S should be within the reach of an ordinary man to meet his basic 
needs ie- Food, Clothing, Shelter and Education. 

 The Principal delivered an inspiring speech that made students to think their 
part of contribution towards the society to eradicate poverty.  

 In order to meet the basic need, one has to get education.  
 She encouraged students to serve old-age home and especially sponsor the 

orphans and needy children for their education as this would raise the standard 
of living.  

 Begging should be banned as it hinders the development of our country. 
 A Nation is built by uplifting the poor and giving them their rights to live in 

dignity.  
Learning Outcomes 
 Students were able to understand the causes and consequences of poverty 
 Students understood the importance of 3 A’S and the four basic needs in life. 
 Students got an insight into the laws governing to eradicate poverty. 
 Overall, this day had a meaningful impact on each and every person, students 

and teachers who witnessed it.                                                                                                                 
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DIWALI CELEBRATION 

Date: 17.10.2017        Venue: SMR Hall 

 

 

Our Students presented a special 

Diwali assembly on 17.10.2017 

based on the theme "Spread Light, 

Spread Love". The event was 

comprised of dance, song, drama 

and talk-show. 

 

 

 

 

WHITE DAY   

Date:  20.10.2017       Venue:  SMR Hall                        

 

White Day was celebrated by KG on 20th Oct' 2017. A special assembly was conducted 

by the students and the children shared gifts with the kids in an orphanage. 
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Capacity Building At   The Grassroot Level  

Disaster Risk Reduction at school 

Date: 22.10.2017      Venue: SMR Hall  

“Seek Foundation is a Non-Governmental Organization founded by Mrs. Vimala Britto  
to address issues affecting human life such as health care, environment, socio-
economic aspects, women and children issues and bring consciousness towards basic 
health, education and to stimulate work towards welfare activities to empower every 
citizen, to create a better nation. Mrs. Vimala Britto,  is a visionary in the field of 
Education, under whose able guidance, directive, motivation the education system is 
built, to prepare the student community for global citizenship” Her signature 
statement stands “Allow the students to think” educating them with knowledge, along 
with values is the very purpose of imparting education in our school. 

SEEK FOUNDATION 
In association with 

St. Britto’s Academy Velachery, 

hosted the Inter – School Symposium Presentation 

“Capacity Building at the grass root level” 
Disaster risk reduction begins at school 

 
 Disaster risk reduction is about stronger building codes, sound land use planning, 

better early warning systems, environmental management and evacuation plans 
and, above all, education. 

 It is about making communities and individuals aware of their risk to natural 
hazards and how they can reduce their vulnerability.  

 Only by investing in tangible risk reduction measures can we reduce vulnerability 
and protect development. 

 To enhance the need for academia and practitioners to exchange knowledge and 
experience on how to handle the increasing risk of natural and man – made 
disasters.  

Topics for discussion 
 Continuity of Operations & Critical Infrastructure  
 Evacuation & Re- Entry 
 Economic Recovery 
 Psychological and Mental Health Concerns 

Awards 
 Best Participant Award 
 Best Eye – Opener Award  

In par and accordance with this, we realized that her vision and selfless service to the 
society found a match with the aims and objectives of Taiwan Economic and Cultural 
Welfare Association.   Thus, developed an amicable relationship between St. Britto’s 
Group of Institutions and Taiwan. 
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The School Management takes immense pleasure to inform you that we have a three 
year association with the Director General of the Taiwan consulate. The Taiwanese 
team have been in association with the Non–Governmental organization – “SEEK 
FOUNDATION” initiated by our beloved Correspondent Mrs. Vimala Britto. 

The august presence of the Guest of Honor 
Director General of Taiwan, Dr. Charles Li, 
made this day a memorable one. It is 
through him the Taiwan Youth team had 
visited our school and participated in the 
culture Exchange programme and the Food 
festival. Subsequently, in their way of 
association with us, they identified our 
institution as one of the best schools 
imparting quality education for the holistic 
development of the students in its true 

sense. We take pride in announcing that the International Co-operation and 
Development Fund (ICDF) an organization in Taiwan has hosted  workshops on the 
following topics.  

Our Madam and Dr. Li , has given us a platform to explore, experience and enjoy 
Taiwan.  
Eleven Representatives from Britto’s Institutions were sent for the following topics  
  Agri – business development  
 Photovoltaic Development  
 One Town ;One Product 
 Young Entrepreneur  
 Women Enterprise Start -up 
 Disaster Resilient Sustainable Community 
 Value Added Agricultural Products 
 Future Leaders 
 Medical Informatics Development  

This will definitely prove a very good exposure, which is beneficial to update the 
recent trends in their subjects, in interaction with the representatives of different 
countries. This is a wonderful opportunity for the teachers to enhance their 
professional and subject expertise, which in turn will help them to share their 
knowledge and experiences to motivate the students and take them to great heights. 
This experience in Taiwan, and the urge in me to impart my learning and experience in 
my Country and school, to benefit the community,a this is an small initiative, rather I 
can mention it as an output for my workshop.  
Two schools participated in the symposium SREE NARAYANA MISSION SENIOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL and ST. BRITTO’S MATRIC HR. SEC. SCHOOL. 
The Chief Guest of the Inaugural was Mr. N Suresh, Deputy Collector/Assistant 
Commissioner (Natural Calamities), Tamil Nadu State Disaster Management Agency, 
Commissioner of Revenue  Administration. He shared his experiences and thoughts to 
the students.   
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Guests & Moderators :  
Topic 1 : Mr. N .Suresh, Commissioner Revenue Administration 
Topic 2: Mr. Ramadoss, Fire Officer 
Topic 3: Mr. Jitheesh TM, NDRF Asst. Commandant.  
Topic 4: Mr. Ilayaraja, Counsellor, 108 Emergency 
They shared their valuable thoughts and experience with the students.  

 Symposium- Results 
Best Participant Award 
Session 1 – S. Gautham (X Std) 
                        Sree Narayana Mission Senior Secondary School 
Session 2 – S. Sri Hari Krishnna (X Std) 
                        Sree Narayana Mission Senior Secondary School 
Session 3 – Sherlin Bellfia (Xii Std) 
                        St. Britto’s Matriculation 
Session 4 - P.K. Barathwaj (X Std) 
                     Sree Narayana Mission Senior Secondary School 
 
Eye Opener Award 
Sherlin Bellfia (Xii Std) 
St. Britto’s Matriculation 
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SPLASH 2017 

Date: 28.10.2017       Venue:St.Britto’s Academy 

 

 

SPLASH-2017, an Inter-School Swimming Competition was organized by SEEK 

Foundation in association with St.Britto’s Group of Institutions on 28th October, 2017. 

SPLASH is a swimming competition that provides a platform for the students to display 

their talent in swimming.  Totally, 78 events were held in St.Britto’s Academy.  A total 

of 63 schools participated in this mega event.  Out of 188 participants, 107 were boys 

and 81 were girls. The students from various schools participated in SPLASH and 

displayed their physical skill, team spirit and competed well.  The competitions were 

successfully conducted and the winners were honoured with medals and certificates.  

It was indeed a memorable swimming event for all who gathered for the SPLASH-

2017. 
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NOVEMBER 

FIST(Future Innovations of Science and Technology) 

Date: 24 & 25.11.2017 Venue: ST. BRITTO’S ACADEMY    Time:  9AM – 3PM  

CHIEF GUEST: Mrs. Baby Manorama 

Main Objectives: 

The main objectives of organising FIST (Future Innovations of Science and 

Technology) are 

1) To promote interest in Science and Technology among younger generation 

2) To encourage scientific and technological creativity among students 

3) To provide exploratory experiences and encourage creative thinking through 

self-designed models 

4) To apply scientific ideas 

in daily life situations 

5) To popularise Science 

and technology among 

the public and create 

awareness regarding its 

impact on Socio-

economic and 

sustainable 

development of the 

country 

Introduction 

To formulate innovative ideas, 

approach and imagination, St. Britto’s Academy organized FIST – Project exhibits on 

24th and 25th of Nov 2017. The chief Guest for the day Mrs. Baby Manorama 

inaugurated the event by planting saplings in our school campus. She visited the 

project display of various departments and was astonished to see the works of the 

students. More than 600 parents visited the two days exhibit.  

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 

The ‘English Language Fist’ was one of the most exciting ventures. It was all about 
language games. The parents and friends were warmly welcomed for the event.  The 
parents were surprised to know that language games could bring in lots of fun and 
frolic. There were varieties of games set according to gradation level of the students. 

Class IV and V displayed idioms and proverbs all around the wall which left great 
impact on the hearts and minds of the people. 
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There were thrilling   games such as- ‘Question Tag’, ‘Word Pyramid’, Pick and Speak’, 
Matching –Board’- to find out often mis-spelt words. ‘Homophones’, ‘Memory Games’- 
to trigger one’s memory power etc. These games were organised to entertain parents. 
They appreciated the students’ hidden talents and performances.  

Classes VI to XI - The students contributed their best. The classrooms were decorated 

with portraits and quotations of the famous English authors and poets in honour. The 

sight looked as though the ‘Victorian Era’ had come alive. Students invented many 

games with letters and words. ‘Canvas painting game’ was about painting an imaginary 

scene after listening to a narrative story.   

A theatre was created for an one-act play titled-“The Bishop’s Candlesticks”. The play 

ran for three shows. The character role suited the students well and they acted 

awesomely. The play was a super hit and added much fame to the English faculty. 

The ‘Fist’ was like a journey to the land of English. The colourful and bright 

environment captured People’s attention! 

Learning Outcome: 

 Students enhanced all the four main skills of English Language - Listening, 

Speaking, Reading and Writing. 

 Learnt good sense of social etiquette. 

 Greeted one another with a smile 

 Developed a sense of responsibility 

 Developed the art of communication with good gestures. 

 To build up good sportive spirit.  

MATHEMATICS 

Class I to III students performed a live show based on the different 3 D shapes (Cube, 

Cone, Cylinder, Sphere).  The students were divided into 4 groups and performed an 

action song on 3 D shapes using models. 

Class IV students displayed the different types of patterns, tessellation (snake, beehive, 

pineapple) and explained about the uses of tessellation in day to day life and also 

conducted different types of games based on tessellation and patterns (Block Printing). 

Class V students displayed the net 3 D shapes, model of houses with different areas, 

floor map, and explained about net, floor map, plan of a house.  They also had games 

based on making 3 D shapes using nets. 

Class VI to VIII did the following models - Leaning Tower of Pisa, Parliament of India, 

Taj Mahal and India Gate. By these they learnt Ratio and Proportion, Perimeter and 

Area, Visualizing solid shapes. Students were very cooperative and showed more 

interest. They gave different ideas to complete the projects effectively and on time. 
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Students participated actively and gave explanation about their projects to the visitors 

in detail. Some students conducted Math puzzles and games to develop mathematical 

skills for the visitors.  

Class IX and X students displayed different models and working models related to 

Heron’s formula and Area related to parallelogram and triangles, Heights and 

distances. They also conducted puzzle games based on the above topics. 

Class XI students displayed different models related to Linear transformation, Linear 

mapping and Linear functions. 

 DISPLAYS OF SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

Our society relies more on science every day, and science exhibits are a great way for 

students to become more knowledgeable about how the world around them works.  

Classes I and II students performed a live show on native and imported fruits. Nearly 

120 students participated in the live show. It is based on how to tackle world global 

hunger. Intaking native fruits and veggie helps in the growth of farmers economy 

which in turn leads to our country’s economic growth 

PHYSICS 

Physics projects were focussed specifically on understanding “ENERGY”, the sources 

and the applications of energy. Projects displayed were working models which 

emphasised the need to shift towards non-conventional sources of energy. 

1) Understanding the propagation of sound waves 

2) Reflection of sound and its applications 

3) Electricity and magnetism 

4) Magnetic field around a current carrying conductor 

5) Construction and working of a solenoid 

6) Generation of electricity through tidal energy 

CHEMISTRY 

To emphasize on the main theme “WATER” various working models were displayed 

highlighting on the importance of water as a solvent and as a source of energy 

a) Biogas generation 

b) Innovative and indigenous use of hydroelectric generator to generate 

electricity 

c) Innovation in batteries to reduce cost 

d) Effective use of polymer (Sodium polyacrylate) to prevent water 

logging due to flood   

e) Electrolysis of water 
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In order to make chemistry alive and interesting, fun with chemistry corner was 

introduced were the visitors can test few concepts in chemistry and analyse the 

result. 

BIOLOGY 

Biology projects emphasised on the theme “Life”. The models were displayed 

highlighting the importance of Plant and Animal life, growth and reproduction. 

 Model on Agricultural practices which includes drip irrigation, sprinkler 

irrigation, intensive farming technique and vermicomposting 

 Models and Videos on Cellular growth and reproduction, foetus development 

and determination of sex in human beings 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 Students acquired basic knowledge of Science 

 A sense of awareness was created on social and environmental issues. 

 Students curiosity in science was ignited 

SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

The exhibition showcased various projects and models prepared by the students as a 

part of their project –based learning methodology. The projects and models that were 

put on display were related to the field of Social Studies, encompassing the subjects 

History, Civics, Geography and Disaster Management. 

 Class III students performed a live show based on the different stages of the life 

of Early Man. The students enacted as early man who hunted and ate raw food 

and portrayed the invention of fire and the invention of wheel and 

demonstrated how to cultivate crops and the development of civilization. 

 Class IV students displayed the continents and oceans of the world in a Chart, 

exhibited the physical features through a model, formation of soil and various 

types of soil through static model and the natural disaster like earthquake, 

drought, Tsunami through models.  

 Class V students displayed a wide array of models based on the topics such as 

Rotation & revolution as a static model, Mind maps on seasons, different types 

of cropping patterns using waste materials, global warming working model and 

3-D display board on Metrological Disaster using cardboard and other necessary 

materials. 

 Class VI students displayed the agricultural practices by exhibiting the real 

model, display of plants, Primary, secondary and Tertiary sectors through static 

model, different types of industries with an industrial model and the 

employment opportunities in all the sectors with the help of the models. They 
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used methi seeds, Ragi, Sesame seeds, Cardboard, colour sheets ,  toys and 

colour sheets. 

 Class VII students actively exhibited the model of Arignar Anna Zoological Park 

popularly known as Vandalur Zoo with safari parks , Birds and other animals 

were depicted in their own way of the Zoo. Students explained necessity of 

conservation of wildlife and measures taken to conserve wildlife and 

endangered species. 

 Class VIII splendidly exhibited models on conventional and Non Conventional 

resources, wind mills for wind energy, solar panel city for solar energy , Iron 

mines for industrial accidents , Role of interlinking dams and Conserving Power 

resources . They used cardboard, twigs, plants, paints ,sticks and batteries etc 

 The theme for Class IX was Disaster Management and what precautionary 

measures to be taken in drastic situations, may it be a natural calamity or a 

human accident. The models that were created showed glimpses of the 

analytical side interspersed with ingenious and creative ideas for which 

students used paper sheet and origami. 

There was a great deal of enthusiasm shown by the students as everybody appreciated 

the hands on approach to the learning aspect. The models were judged on their 

creativity.  

FIST encouraged students to think critically, solve challenging problems and develop 

skills such as oral communication, public speaking, teamwork, planning, self-

sufficiency, goal setting and to connect their projects to community issues or problem 

TAMIL DEPARTMENT 

As part of Tamil culture and Tamil tradition, the visitors were welcomed and were 

given traditional healthy foods of Tamil Nadu. To depict the Tamilian history and 

heritage, various models were displaced. The following models are noteworthy 

 Ancient kings  

 Ancient Poets 

 Sacred temples in Tamil Nadu 

 Festivals of Tamil Nadu 

 Library- Displayed Tamil novels and books 

HINDI DEPARTMENT 

Senior class students displayed various activities on the following topics in the form of 

charts with high level of creativity.  

 Contribution of 19th century to Hindi language and literature 

 Periodic division of Hindi poetry 

 First talking film in Hindi, “Alam ara” 
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Junior class students displayed models of Gurukul and women empowerment. They 

also had few games to test Hindi language efficiency. Overall Hindi Projects were 

highly appreciated by visitors. 

 

 

FRENCH DEPARTMENT 

 The students and staff of the department of French organised FIST 2017 along 

with the other departments of St. Britto’s Academy. It was a two days 

programme where the students made models on French monuments, important 

places, cuisine, fashion, famous personality’s and explained about it to the 

visitors. 

 Students also depicted Halloween day by creating an horror room. All the 

brittoians enjoyed it to the core. 

 Students also made a live demo of cooking famous French dishes to the 

audience.  

 By selling the dishes and the collecting the entry ticket for the horror room, the 

students earned around Rs 2500. With that amount the students visited an 

orphanage “Mercy Niketan” at Tondaiyarpet and spent a day with the special 

kids over there and donated the money. Overall FIST was an extraordinary 

event which showcased the talent’s of our students to the world. 
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RESPECT DAY 

Date: 29.11.17   Venue: SMR Hall                     Timing: 9:30 am  

Main Objectives: 

     To emphasize the students to understand the value of Respect. Respect is a 

feeling of deep admiration for others. 

 Prayer Song                 

 Bible Reading      

 Prayer       

 Welcome Speech    

 Significance Of The Day  

 Special Song   

 Skit- (Respecting Everyone As Yourself) 

 Mime- (Tamil Quotes)        

 Video Clipping     

 Address By Principal    

 Vote Of Thanks 

 National Anthem 

Respect  

Class I B presented a special assembly on the topic 'Respect' on 29th November 2017. 
The students sang a special song and enacted a skit based on the topic ‘Respect’. A 
video was played illustrating the importance of how to respect everyone around us. 
The Vice Principal Mrs. Joan addressed the gathering and shared her thoughts on Love, 
Respect and Help. The students learnt the value of  respect. 
 

  

Learning Outcome:  

A. The students learned the importance of values on respect and to show respect 

for our elders, our teachers and all those who are in authority. 

B. Good communication skills by way of interaction. 

C. They also learnt values like helping, loving and caring for others . 
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COMMUNITY HELPERS DAY 

Date: 30.11.2017       Venue: SMR Hall  

Main Objectives  

 To give children the exposure about  various community helpers. 

 To teach the children to appreciate and be grateful for the service of all our 

helpers. 

Programme Agenda: 

Prayer Song 

Bible Reading 

Prayer 

Thought for the day 

Bird Dance- UKG –A 

Action song- UKG  

Video Presentation   

Animal Dance- UKG- B 

Pre Kg – Community Helpers 

parade 

Dance- UKG C 

Speech  - Chief Guest Mr. 

Vishwanathan, Sub Inspector of 

Police 

Momento Presentation 

Vote of thanks 

National Anthem 

The Kindergarten department of St Brittos Academy celebrated “Our Community 

Helpers” Day on 30-11-2017 at SMR Hall from 9:30 to 10:30 am. The Days program 

started with a prayer song followed by Bible Reading and prayer. Students of UKG - A  

performed a lively ‘Bird Dance’ dressed in Red colour  following which the students 

from all sections of UKG   presented an action song themed about our helpers. The next 

program was a video presentation in honour of our Police department. It highlighted 

the dedication and sacrificial service of our 

Policemen. The students of UKG B performed a 

wonderful ‘Animal dance’ to entertain the 

children.  This was followed by a ‘Ramp- walk’ 

by students of PRE KG, who were dressed up as 

various community helpers. They introduced 

themselves by their respective professions. The 

variety program concluded with a lively feet 

tapping dance by the students of UKG-C. The 

event was presided by our honourable chief 

guest, Mr Vishwanathan, Sub Inspector of Police, Velachery.  He was accompanied by 

Police officer Mr Kingsley. Mr Vishwanathan addressed the gathering and gave 

valuable advice for the children. The day’s program ended with National Anthem.  
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SPECIAL ASSEMBLY – “PEACE”       

Date: 30.11.17     Venue: SMR Hall    Timing: 9:30 am 

 

The special assembly “ PEACE “was organized on 30th NOV, 2017. 
 
The students of class l-A  conducted the special assembly in SMR Hall. 

The program started with a prayer song. 
 
Reading from the Holy Book was given by Alden Derrick.   
 
The prayer was given by Keren Prem. 

 
Welcome speech was 
delivered by 
Dhakshanya.  
 
The word peace was 
delivered in different 
languages by the 
students. 
 
 A special song was 
sung by the students 
and the  significance of 
the day was delivered 
by Srivardhan . 
 
 

The skit based on the topic - Peace was enacted by the students. 

 
Some of the students reminded the inspirational quotes said by the famous 
personalities. 
 
Aaron vasant played the key board for the song “Make me a channel of your peace” 
was the highlight of the programme. 
 
Principal addressed the gathering. 
 
Vote of thanks was given by Sasha Joshy. 
 
The program was concluded with National Anthem. 
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DECEMBER 

PINK DAY - SPREAD HAPPINESS   

 Date:  4-12-2017  Venue:  SMR Hall   Time: 9:30 - 10:30 am 

Main Objectivess : 

 To teach the children to spread joy and happiness . 

Programme Agenda: 

Prayer Song 

Bible Reading 

Prayer 

Thought for the day 

Action song   

Speech about Pink objects 

Dance 

Vote of thanks 

National Anthem 

 

The Kindergarten department of St Britto's Academy celebrated “Pink Day” Day on 4-

12-2017. The Days program started with a prayer song followed by Bible Reading and 

prayer. Students of LKG –A were 

dressed in pink colour and 

performed a variety of programs 

to bring about the theme of 

spreading joy and happiness 

around. The children performed 

an action song followed by a 

speech about pink objects and 

finally they entertained the 

gathering with a lively feet 

tapping number. The day’s 

program ended with National 

Anthem.  
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  “PURPLE” DAY 

Date:  5-12-2017  Venue: SMR Hall    Time: 9:30-10:30 am 

Main Objectives: 

 To teach the children the importance of kindness. 

Programme Agenda: 

Prayer Song 

Bible Reading 

Prayer 

Thought for the day 

Action song   

Speech about Purple objects 

Mono act  

Dance 

Vote of thanks 

National Anthem  

 

 

The Kindergarten department of St Britto's Academy celebrated “PURPLE Day” 

Day on 5-12-2017. The Days program started with a prayer song, followed by Bible 

Reading and prayer. Students of LKG –B were dressed in purple colour. They 

performed a variety of programs that were themed around the importance of 

kindness. The children performed an action song followed by a speech about purple 

objects . This was followed by a small mono act and  finally they entertained the 

gathering with a lively dance. The day’s program ended with National Anthem.  
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CHRISTMAS CANTICLES – 2017 

Date: 9-12-2017       Venue: The Grand Mall 

St. Britto’s Academy presented Christmas Canticles – 2017, Musical Medley on 9th 

December 2017 at ‘The Grand Mall’, Velachery, Chennai , the theme of the programme 

being ‘Joy of Sharing’ The event comprised of 450 students from classes KG – X. The 

Chief Guest of the day was AARI, a popular actor and Mr.Zarookshah, the Director of 

the Grand Mall. The Medley was a culmination of music, dance and drama involving 

carols and depiction of nativity scene, which transformed it to an evening of musical 

delight. The special invitees of the musical show were differently abled people, who 

were called to enjoy the bliss of the season and experience the joy of sharing with St. 

Britto’s family. 

 

The entire 
atmosphere 
was filled with 
a splendid 
feeling of love, 
joy, hope, 
peace, caring 
and sharing. 
The brain child 
and the 
motivating 
force behind 
the event is 
Mrs.Vimala 
Britto, the 
Correspondent 
of St. Britto’s 
Group of 

Institutions, Founder of Seek Foundation,   Co-Founder of  Premier Fustal. Director of 
Esthell Homes, Director of Esthell Entertainers. She is a multi – faceted personality 
who believes in the nurturing of the whole – some personality of children, and in turn 
giving them as responsible citizens and good human beings to the society. The Chief 
Guest Mr. AARI, reiterated on the prominence of awareness to be created in the 
younger generation regarding traditional food, which is healthy and the need of the 
hour. He also emphasized on the need to give life – oriented education, rather than 
imparting them education – oriented life. “Love is the fundamental virtue of mankind”, 
said Mrs. Vimala Britto, the Correspondent of St. Britto’s Group of Institutions. She also 
brought out the theme – “ Joy of sharing”, which unveiled happiness in every heart. The 
co-operation from the parents was also highly appreciated. The event ended with the 
joy of festive season in the air. 
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ORPHANAGE VISIT 

  

Scouts & Guides of our school visited Angel Wings Orphanage and Destitute Trust  in 
Potheri on 21.12.2017. Similarly Cubs and Bulbuls also visited an orphanage in St 
Thomas Mount on 16.12.2017 and had valuable experience. 

   

 

         
 

 

 

 


	“Seek Foundation is a Non-Governmental Organization founded by Mrs. Vimala Britto

